
ARRIS 9.5 Update Notes

* Public Release
X Supplemental Release

Spin Date Fixes and Enhancements

X529* 6-6-2019 Fixed a problem in the Environment Defaults Manager where the 
SketchUp path was being updated to the wrong variable/menu box.

Miscellaneous fixes.

X528* 1-31-2018 Fixed a problem where some Note Catalogs were not being read 
properly.

X527* 8-29-2016 Miscellaneous fixes.

X526* 3-15-2016 Fixed a problem in the Query menu where a query of Lines, Circles,
Arcs, or Text was causing ARRIS to lock up in some conditions.

X525* 9-3-2015 Fixed a problem in the Color Mix Colormap File menu where 
current Project directory colormaps were not always shown on the 
list correctly.

Added the reporting of Attribute entities to the new Query menu.

Added the reporting of Polyline length to the new Query menu for 
linear Polylines.

Added the reporting of Polyline area to the new Query menu for 
linear Polylines that are closed.

Added a new Polyline Freeze all to Line Segments / Arcs function 
to the Polyline menu. 

X524* 3-17-2015 Updated the Labels / Markers menu.

Fixed a problem in the ARRIS Import and Export menus where 
wrong command calls were being made to the DWG/DXF 
Translator.
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Increased the performance of the Repeated Item Library Manager 
and Repeated Item Select menus.

Enabled the “Delete” key to be active when using the Entity Select 
menu. The Delete key will delete the selected entity as if the Erase 
button had been selected on the menu.

Fixed a problem in User Preferences where the Cursor Rotation 
Preference would only save a whole number degree. Fractions of 
degrees now save properly.

Updated the ARRIS Draw menu as well as the Plug-in Main 
menus for ARRIS Architect, ARRIS 3D, ARRIS Site, and 
ARRIS Details. The menus have been updated for consistency 
and new menu standards, as well as additional buttons being 
added.

Enabled scrolling on the ARRIS Main menus. When the cursor is
over the Main menus, scrolling the mouse scroll wheel will scroll 
through the ARRIS Draw menu and any primary plug-in menus 
(Architect, 3D, Site, Details) which are loaded.

Updated the Application Sub-Menus in the primary plug-ins 
Architect, 3d, Site, and Details to conform to current menu 
standards and to update menu help.

Updated the User Preferences defaults so that loading the 
ARRIS Architect plug-in on ARRIS startup is set to Yes by 
default. The plug-in may still not be loaded on startup by the user 
changing the setting to No.

The QUERY menu has been completely overhauled. This menu 
now provides more information on queried entities, and is updated 
to current menu standards. It includes the ability to scroll through 
parameter values displayed for the entity, and their current value 
settings in ARRIS.

Fixed a problem in the Environment Defaults Manager menu where
the default Spreadsheet program was highlighting in the wrong 
menu box when selected.

Altered the Raster Entity placement command so that the Raster 
Entity is always placed using pen 1. This is to avoid accidental pen 
0 placement causing Raster Entities to not plot.
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Added the menu and commands for placing crosshatch (Patterns) 
from ARRIS 9.3. This is for those who prefer the older menu 
and placement. It may be accessed by the command 
<:mnlq;='XHATCH93' > which may be added to a user toolbar 
button. The ARRIS 9.3 crosshatch placement is in the code 
and may be used, but is not supported.

523* 1-6-2014 Fixed a problem in User Preferences where the Drawing Window 
Slidebar setting was not being saved & set properly.

Changed the default Right-click command on the Wall Trim/Extend 
button under the Utilities heading of the Walls Application Sub-
menu to Trim / Extend a given distance. This makes it more 
consistent with the Line menu Trim / Extend.

Fixed a problem in the Get File menu where the selected or entered
file was being displayed in the wrong menu box.

Fixed a problem where the DWG/DXF Translator was failing on 
exports due to new User Default settings.

Fixed a problem where TIF files  in drawings were not being plotted
to PDF correctly.

522* 08-20-2013 Fixed a problem with the Tools button right-click calls to bring up 
entity specific Edit/Copy menus.

Fixed a problem in User Preferences where the Open menu 
Drawing/Sheet filter preference was not being saved and executed 
properly.

Fixed a problem where Layer Display Color settings were not being
properly saved between ARRIS sessions.

Added the Mouse Button Function settings to the new User 
Preferences menu. Mouse button functions are now set and saved 
between ARRIS sessions in User Preferences instead of the 
separate :sdbm command (which is obsolete).

Added a new Quick Report for Repeated Item Libraries. The report 
shows the current and original library for the selected single RI or 
all Repeated Items in an area.
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Added WEBSQL Database Query settings to the new User 
Preferences menu. The 4 WEBSQL Database Query settings are 
used by the Smart Repeated Items Datalinks - Specifically the 
WEBSQL type of Datalink.

Added a Default User Toolbar Base Name setting to the MENU 
section of the new User Preferences menu. If a User Toolbar with 
the set base name is found in either the User or Standards 
directory, it is loaded on ARRIS startup. This replaces the same 
function in the User Toolbar system that loaded a User Toolbar 
named the same as the computer user login. The computer user 
login name is still the default for the Default User Toolbar base 
name setting.

Enhanced the Query Area menu, adding a Slope setting. If the area
being queried in plan represents a sloped surface, the slope may 
be set in the Slope setting, which adjusts the area reported to 
accurately reflect the actual area of the surface on the slope.

Enhanced the Environment Defaults Manager to include a setting 
for the eZ installation on your computer.

Enhanced the Smart Repeated Items Datalinks system to include a 
WEBSQL Datalink Type. This type of datalink passes a SQL 
Database Query to a web based SQL Database .php file and 
displays the resulting report. The Smart Repeated Items 
Create/Edit menu has also been enhanced to support WEBSQL 
Datalinks, and allow for easier display of long descriptions and 
links.

The Load command now searches for a Repeated Item library in 
the current Project (i.e. Working) Directory that is named the same 
base name as the Project Directory, and if found, loads it 
automatically after the database/drawing is loaded.

521 08-12-2013 Internal Testing.

520* 05-31-2013 Previous fixes for plotting of screen pens and clipping of Raster 
images in Viewports which were inadvertantly left out of spin 519 
are included in 520.

Added XY Forcing to the User Preference menu under the Drawing 
heading.
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519* 05-21-2013 Restored the Door / Window Header function to the ARRIS 
Architect Doors and Windows Application sub-menus under the 
Utilities heading.

Fixed a minor problem in the Project List Manager where drive 
letters are allowed in the Project Parent directory to override the 
drive prefix.

Fixed a problem where Repeated Items having Attributes attached 
were not being tagged as “Attributes” properly in the Icon and List 
sub-menus of the Repeated Item Library Manager.

Enhanced the Entity Select Move function so that Attribute text may
be selected, moved and rotated using the bracket keys without 
losing it's association with the accompanying Repeated Item.

Fixed a problem where the Trim / Extend distance function was not 
being properly called from the menu.

Winports have been adjusted so that a Winport becomes current 
when the cursor is moved into it, without having to click in the 
Winport.

Fixed a problem in plotting where screened pens (not solid black) 
were not plotting properly in certain conditions.

Fixed a problem where raster images in Viewports within Sheets 
were not being properly clipped at the Viewport boundary in plots.

Fixed a problem in the Edit menu Entity Filter where a text font filter
was not being cleared properly with the “C” button.

Fixed a problem in the Pattern Placement in existing Zone 
command where selecting the Zone by display point was not 
properly finding the Zone.

Fixed a problem in the Repeated Item Library Manager where the 
RI List to File function was not writing the output file properly.

Fixed a problem where the Entity Specific Edit menu (Right Click on
Tools icon) was not being called up properly for Repeated Items.

Fixed a problem in the Zone Quick Report for reporting single 
Zones.
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Fixed a problem in the ARRIS area calculation routines where in 
a few cases very complex boundary areas with multiple boundary 
circuits were being reported inaccurately.

The User Preference menu has been completely re-done. Old 
preferences that are obsolete have been removed and sevaral new 
settings have been added. Also the capability to launch ARRIS 
Plug-Ins such as Architect or 3D on startup has been added to the 
User Preferences.

The ARRIS Bookshelf menu has been updated so that current 
documentation (in PDF format) may be launched directly from an 
ARRIS menu.

518* 11-12-2012 Moved the Extended Character Set menu over so that it is not
covered by Choice menus.

Fixed a problem in the old Ellipse command (:elp) which was giving
a real number expected error.

A new parameter has been added to the Zone Status menu. This 
setting is the Zone Display Location, which determines how the 
Zone Display location is determined at the time a Zone is placed. 
The setting is either PROMPT, or CENTER. If the setting is 
PROMPT, as the Zone is placed ARRIS will prompt for the Zone 
Display Point - just like it always has. This is the default. If the 
setting is CENTER, as the Zone is placed ARRIS will 
automatically put the Zone Display point at the centroid of the first 
Zone boundary circuit polygon.

Fixed a problem in the Notes feature where other entities on the 
layer with a note were being deleted if a Note entity is deleted or 
edited.

Revised the Recent Documents Purge function to purge all items 
on the Recent Documents list except the currently loaded 
database/drawing/sheet if this function is called from the Project 
Page / Database Drawing/Sheet Select menu (right click on the 
Recent Documents On/Off boxes).

Fixed a problem in the Smart Repeated Items PDF Report where 
the Smart RI Data table was not being reported properly.
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Fixed a problem in the User Preferences where the Middle Mouse 
button preference setting was not being saved properly if the 
setting was for Pan.

The Trim / Extend commands have been enhanced to be able to 
trim or extend lines and curves to a selected Polyline segment.

Smart Repeated Item Datalinks have been enhanced to include a 
new "DBASE" datalink type. This Datalink type allows you to link a 
named SQL Database, with ARRIS able to execute a given 
macro within that database to return data.

The Environment Defaults Manager has been enhanced to include 
settings for all of the various external programs which may be used 
for Datalinks. These settings are found on the Environment 
Variables menu and allow you to set or browse for the programs 
used to execute the various link types.

The Repeated Item, Patterns, Zones, and Layers Quick Reports 
have been enhanced to allow for single as well as area selection, 
and to allow for output to .csv as well as text format files. A new 
pop-up menus allows the user to set these choices and also allows 
for setting a file system location (or <Temp>) to save report files.:

Fixed a problem where Attribute Special Edits were being forced to 
single selection only.

The ARRIS Encyclopedia has been updated to reflect new 
features and changes in the menus.

A problem in the Polylines routine which caused ARRIS to lock 
up when certain Polyline point arrays were entered has been fixed.

Fixed a problem in the ARRIS routine which determines the 
allowable file name length for files read or written by ARRIS. 
Files with an extension not specifically listed in ARRIS now 
default to 128 characters instead of generating an error message.

Fixed a problem where raster images were not being properly 
clipped in a Viewport.

Fixed a menu display problem in the Color Mix function.

517 08-14-2012 Internal testing.
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516* 07-20-2012 A new Ellipse entity has been added to ARRIS. Ellipses are now
drawn as an entity on a single point (the ellipse center) instead of a
series of line segments. There are 6 new Ellipse commands which 
are found on the Circle menu. These are:

 Place Full Ellipse by 2 points of one axis and 1 point of the 
second axis.

 Place Full Ellipse by 2 opposite corners of a rectangle which 
contains the ellipse.

 Place Full Ellipse by 2 points of the long axis plus a rotation 
angle.

 Place ½ Ellipse by 2 points of one axis and 1 point of the 
second axis. The ½ ellipse is on the side of the 3rd point.

 Place ¼ Ellipse by 2 points of one axis and 1 point of the 
second axis. The ¼ ellipse is drawn from the 1st to the 3rd 
point.

 Place Partial Ellipse by 2 points of one axis and 1 point of 
the second axis, plus a sweep angle. The partial ellipse is 
drawn the amount of the sweep angle in the direction of the 
3rd point.

The CIRCLES Application Sub-Menu has been updated to reflect 
current menu standards and the addition of the Ellipse entity.

The PATTERNS, ZONES, and POLYLINES Application Sub-Menus
have been updated to reflect current menu standards and to add 
selection of an Existing Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon as a boundary 
placement method.

The LINES, TEXT, NOTES, DIMENSION REPEATED ITEM, and 
RASTER ENTITY  Application Sub-Menus have been updated to 
reflect current menu standards.

The LINE / CURVE TOOLS menu has been updated to reflect 
current menu standards and reorganized to contain more functions.

The WALLS, DOORS, WINDOWS, STAIRS, ROOFS, and 
STRUCTURAL  Application Sub-Menus have been updated to 
reflect current menu standards.

The WALL TOOLS menu has been updated to reflect current menu
standards and reorganized to contain more functions. The Menu 
Help has also been enhanced.
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A new Pattern Origin parameter has been added to the Patterns 
Status menu. This makes the prompt for the pattern origin in Line 
and Repeated Item type Patterns optional as the Pattern is being 
placed. The available settings are:

 Boundary - Use the boundary origin as the pattern origin.
 Prompt - Prompt for the boundary origin.
 Datum - Use the previous pattern origin. This setting is great 

for aligning several separate Patterns.

The standard Text placement, Paragraph Text placement, and 
Paragraph Text edit functions have been revised to move the 
Windows cursor to the lower left corner of the screen while the text 
is being placed / edited so that it is not in the way or distracting. 
The cursor is moved back to the previous text point location when 
the ARRIS crosshair is restored after the placement / edit.

The Double Reference Point function (:drp) has been enhanced to 
recongnize Pattern, Zone, and Polyline boundaries as they are 
being placed or edited. In the Double Reference Command an F1 
selection near a ghosted boundary vertex will set the selected 
vertex as the Double Reference Point.

The New Reference Point function (:nrf) has been enhanced to 
recognize Pattern, Zone, and Polyline boundaries as they are being
placed or edited. In the New Reference Command an F1 selection 
near a ghosted boundary vertex will set the selected vertex as the 
New Reference point.

The Output to PDF function has been adjusted to use more 
compression and thus make PDF files coming from ARRIS 
smaller in size.

The ARRIS Encyclopedia has been updated to reflect new 
features and changes in the menus.

515* 06-07-2012 Restored the ARRIS Architect Reports menu. This menu is
called from the Reports button under the Notation heading of the 
ARRIS Architect menu and provides functions for counting and 
reporting List and Cost information and scheduling ARRIS Walls,
Doors, and Windows.

The Project List Manager and Project Selection have been 
enhanced to allow an exception to the Path Prefix setting. If the 
Project Parent Directory setting  for a project begins with a drive 
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specification (i.e. "C:") the path to the project is calculated by 
adding the Project Parent Directory plus the Project Directory. The 
Path Prefix, normally the first part of the full path, is ignored for that 
specific project entry.

A new Patterns placement option has been added to define a 
Pattern boundary by selecting an existing Circle, Arc, or Polygon in 
the drawing. This function is found by right-clicking the Circle icon 
under the Place heading of the Patterns Application Sub-Menu.

A new Zones placement option has been added to define a Zone 
boundary by selecting an existing Circle, Arc, or Polygon in the 
drawing. This function is found by right-clicking the Circle icon 
under the Place heading of the Zones Application Sub-Menu.

A new Polyline placement option has been added to define a 
Polyline by selecting an existing Circle, Arc, or Polygon in the 
drawing. This function is found by right-clicking the Circle icon 
under the Place heading of the 2D Polylines Application Sub-Menu.

A new Patterns Quick Report has been added. This function is 
found under the Utilities heading of the Patterns Application Sub-
Menu. For each Pattern in the given area, the report displays the 
Pattern Type (Line, RI, or Solid Fill), the area of the Pattern (in Sq. 
Ft. or Sq. In.), and the perimeter length of the Pattern boundary. 
The report also includes a subtotal of the areas and perimeters of 
Patterns of the same type, a subtotal of areas and perimeters of RI 
Patterns using the same RI, and a grand total of all Pattern areas 
and perimeters in the given area. 

The Zones Quick Report has been updated to subtotal the areas 
and perimeters of Zones of the same type, and provide a grand 
total of all Zone areas and perimeters in the report.

The 2D Polylines Status menu has been updated so that Line Class
/ Type / Dash parameters display and are set similar to the Lines 
Status menu. Also added right-click default and scroll wheel 
capability on parameters where appropriate.

Fixed a problem where the Entity Select Match Parameters was not
updating selected Polyline parameters and menus.

The Repeated Item Status menu has been updated to add a setting
for a future enhancement to Smart Repeated Item placement.
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Fixed a problem in Patterns Geometry Edits where selecting a 
Pattern Sub-Boundary using the Boundary Line method did not 
always select the correct sub-boundary.

Fixed a problem in Zones Geometry Edits where selecting a Zone 
Sub-Boundary using the Boundary Line method did not always 
select the correct sub-boundary.

Fixed a problem in Patterns where Solid Fill Patterns were not 
displaying properly in PDF plots

Enhanced PDF generation with a new parameter - Embed Fonts. 
This makes the embedding of text fonts in the generation of the 
PDF file optional. If fonts are embedded, text will display properly 
even if the font is not available on the computer where the PDF is 
being displayed. If fonts are not embedded, the PDF file size is 
smaller.

514 05-31-2012 Internal Testing

513* 04-25-2012 Fixed a problem where additional margins were being added to
PDF plots. The margins as set in the PDF menu are now being 
read and used properly.

Revised the Edit Stretch command to change the method used to 
update Patterns in stretches that involve moving Patterns and 
pattern boundaries. The new method is much faster, particularly for 
stretch commands that do not involve Patterns.

Fixed a problem where ARRIS++ was giving a menu display error 
on startup.

Added a new Quick Report to the Zones menu. This function 
generates a text file report (similar to the RI Count function) for 
Zones in a given search window. The report contains the Type and 
Name for each Zone in the window along with the Zone area and 
boundary perimeter. Multiple Zones with the same Type and Name 
also include a total area and perimeter in the report.

Fixed a problem where the ARRIS Menu Bar at the top of the 
screen was not properly calling the new Drawing Manager.

Fixed a problem in ARRIS Developer where the Menu Compile / 
Build command was not properly reading existing libraries.
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Adjusted the GETFIL menu (browse inside ARRIS) so that 
file/directory names are right justified in the menu boxes, thus 
avoiding conflict with file type icons.

Fixed a problem where the Sheet Window setting on the Plot menu 
was not being properly updated when the Sheet Size parameter is 
reset from a Plot Preset.

Fixed a problem where the User Toolbar Manager Swap Toolbar 
Button left and right click commands were not completely swapping
properly.

Fixed a problem where the User Toolbar Manager was saving Icon 
RI library full paths instead of just the RI library name.

Fixed a problem where the Match Parameter function was not 
properly picking up the Type, Name, and Display settings of a Zone
entity.

Fixed a problem where the Match Parameter function was not 
properly picking up the Intensity, Transparency, and Dither settings 
of a Solid entity.

Fixed a problem in the Drawing Manager where  the Drawing 
Rename function was giving an error when trying to rename a 
drawing on the Layer/Drawing Grid

Enhanced the Drawing Manager "Update master.dr Layers From 
Disk" function to check for layers in master.dr that are not on the 
disk and remove them from the drawing list in addition to adding 
layers on the disk but not in the master.dr to the master drawing 
list.

Enhanced the Plot menu so that when a Plot Preset is set or the 
paper size is set in the plotter print driver, the Fit To Page size and 
the Sheet Window size are also updated to the same size.

Enhanced the Fit To Page and Sheet Window size selection menu. 
It has been updated to reflect current menu graphics, had menu 
help added, and is used for setting both the Fit To Page and Sheet 
Window sizes.

Fixed a problem in the Layer Rename (:lyrn) mnemonic command 
where autosave files were being created in the wrong location.
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The Project List Manager has been enhanced to add a "Path 
Prefix" setting. This settings allows you to set the first part of the 
path to projects which is common to all projects on the list in a 
single setting. If you use the Projects feature refer to the Project 
List Manager topic of the ARRIS Encyclopedia for more 
information.

The ARRIS Rubber-Band crosshair has been enhanced with a 
new optional "Show Input Length" feature. When the feature is 
active and the ARRIS cursor is a Rubber Band type crosshair, 
the length in database units from the current reference point (the 
anchor of the Rubber Band cursor) to the crosshair is shown in a 
box next to the crosshair. This feature may be turned on and off in 
the User Preferences menu under the Crosshair tab.

The ARRIS Rubber-Band crosshair has been enhanced with a 
new optional "Show Prompt" feature. When the feature is active 
and the ARRIS cursor is a Rubber Band type crosshair, the 
current prompt is shown in a box next to the crosshair. This feature 
may be turned on and off in the User Preferences menu under the 
Crosshair tab.

ARRIS Smart Repeated Items have been enhanced with a new 
Datalinks feature. Datalinks allow you to launch a file which is 
viewed or edited in an external program from a selected Repeated 
Item, for example a Smart RI can link to an image file which is a 
picture of the object, or to a MS Word document which contains 
information relating to it. You can also lauch to a web site which 
relates to the RI. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks 
topics of the ARRIS Encyclopedia.

512 02-16-2012 Internal testing.

511 02-15-2012 Smart Repeated Items Database test.

510b* 02-15-2012 ARRIS 9.5 Release
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